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Items from today's meeting1) "Dimension and Grading Plan" and "Spatial Chart of Northern Half of Dealey 

Plaza" -- these are oversize items in the HSCA numbered files (Agency File No. 014407) which were withdrawn 

from the numbered files because of their oversize status; they are not classified and arrangements would be 

made to accomodate any researcher who asked for them but, because of their oversize status, they were 

never moved out to Archives II and are still at Archives I. I imagine if NARA got any number of requests to view 

them, they'd probably move them out to NARA II with the rest of the public collection but, because no one 

has, they're still sitting at NARA I.2) Weather/environmental data from Love Field -- the type of data reflected 

on these forms include: sky ceilings, visibility, sea level pressure, wind (direction and speed), humidity, total 

opaque sky cover, precipitation, clouds and obscuring phenomenon, dew point, altimeter setting and 

temperature (minimum and maximum).3) For Dave Montague: Address/Finding aids for Patrick Trevore Dean -- 

DOB 3/17/32; SSN 457-40-7096; address in 1978: Rt. 3, Box 521, Tyler TX 75701 (ph. 214/566-1585); married 

with one child (Daryl Dean); employer in 1978: Omega Optical (CEO: Bill Benedict, ph. 214/241-4141).4) Info 

to Phil on alleged 1964 FBI interview of Patrick Dean; re: call from representative of foreign government and 

package that never arrived -- I've verbally briefed Phil on this one and have given him excerpts from relevant 

HSCA documents.
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